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INTRODUCTION
TO ALL DAFFODIL FANCIERS
We are pleased to present this catalogue and we feel sure you will find something of
interest in it.
Featured are varieties raised by BROGDEN BULBS and these include 3 new releases that
have proven show records.
Other new releases are Tazettas from Wilfred Hall and John Byrne who are both hybridists
of distinction and their varieties are much sought after.
Although the early growing season was one of the driest on record with no significant
rain until after the shows had finished, we had quite a successful show season. Our show
record for 2001 includes - the NZ Raisers Cup; the Seedling Cup; and Premier 2y.p at both
the Ni and SI national shows. Our NDS premier blooms were - CAPREE ELIZABETH
2 y p) and SNOWY MORN (1w.w) at the NI; and WILD CARD (3y.w), 3.13/1 (2y.p) and
3.31/1 (Seedling) at the SI.
Undoubtedly the highlight of the year was Spud being honoured with Life Membership
to the National Daffodil Society of New Zealand.
Several varieties previously listed are not included this year due to ( 1) being withheld
to increase stock numbers (2) no longer grown by us. However if you require something
that is not listed please inquire as we may be able to supply a bulb or two.
We thank our clientele and trust to merit your continued support.
Spud & Joy Brogden

GLOSSARY & ABBREVIATIONS
Flowering season in brackets: (E) Early (M) Mid Season (L) Late
CLASSIFICATION is followed by NAME, SEASON, SEEDLING NUMBER and a
set of numbers for - flower width, corona length, perianth length and stern length.
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None available this season
Northern Daffodil Club
National Daffodil Society of New Zealand
North Island
South Island
In the U.S.A. the champion of show receives a
gold ribbon

TERMS OF SALE
TIIIS LIST cancels all previous lists
SEASON CLOSES 28TH FEBRUARY 2002. Orders should be in by 31 January.
Bulbs will be despatched in February/March.
PAYMENT SHOULD ACCOMPANY ORDER: Please make cheques payable to
BROGDEN BULBS
POSTAGE AND PACKAGING: Add $5.00 to each N.Z. order of less than $100.
OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS: Add $40.00 N.Z. per order, this also covers M.A.F.
inspection fees. Orders will be posted Air Mail.
PRICES: are per each, in N.Z. dollars
SUBSTITUTES: We will substitute (for N.Z. orders) when sold out of a variety, unless
requested otherwise.
STOCK: All stock offered is fully acclimatised and grown in our nursery at Norrnanby.
Our stock has a clearance from M.A.F. N.Z. for worldwide export.
YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS IN BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE
OFFSETS: of varieties listed at $30.00 or over are available at one-third of the
listed price. Work out prices to the nearest whole dollar.

MIXED COLLECTIONS - NOT FOR EXPORT
Postage and Packing extra - see Terms of Sale
021 10 All different
022 20 Mixed
023 50 Mixed
024 5 Wide/flat coronas
025 100 MIXED - A good mixture of colours and types
026 NAMED COLLECTIONS - For show or garden - to any value

Join the National Datibdil Society of N.Z. -Enquires to the Secretary
W. T. Hall
105 Wallace Loop Road
lhakara, R D 1
Levin 5500

$15.00
$15.00
$35.00
$20.00
$60.00

2002 RELEASES FROM OTHER RAISERS
8y.yyo 1CAHURANGI

126 - 94 (M)

This top quality show tazetta was raised by John Byrne of Nelson. It was bred from a 2y.r
seedling (CRESCENDO x TAMING} x (MARKSMAN x NARVIK) x MATADOR. Up to
three large florets stand proudly on a very strong stem. The well overlapping, broad,
slightly pointed, yellow perianth segments have good substance. The cup shaped coronas
are a slightly deeper yellow and have an orange edge. The flowers are lightly scented.
Premier Div.8 NI NDS show (Hamilton) 1996. KAHURANGI is pronounced KAR-WHO$60.00 each.
RANG-E. Only 2 or 3 bulbs to go this season

WINTER SUN
8y.y
T2
CVE)
Raised by New Zealand's leading tazetta hybridist - Wilfred Hall, this variey is bred from
BATHURST SELFED. A very early flowering tazetta that has up to 14 well formed florets
held in excellent poise on a very strong stem. Perianth segments are quite round, smooth
and of a clean mid yellow, while the smooth edged, small bowl shaped coronas are of a
$45.00 each.
slightly deeper yellow. Pleasantly scented.

NEW IMAGE

HAPPY PRINCE

WINTER SUN

2002 RELEASES RED AND RAISED
BY BROGDEN BULBS
2w.yyr HAPPY PRINCE

329/1

(M)

110 18 47 600

This brightly coloured, top quality show flower was bred from FLYING HIGH x 95/25
(CONQUEST x BANDIT), The very broad shovel shaped perianth segments have
excellent substance and texture, are flat and plane. Together with its whiteness the perianth
forms a super backing to the wide (45mrn) shallow bowl corona which is deep yellow
with a distinct 6mrn band of red. Though lightly serrated the corona has an entire edge
which rarely catches with the perianth. Very strong in all plant habits. Premier 2w.r NDS
$150.00 eache Offsets $60.00 each
NI show (Hamilton) 2000.
2w.00r MATARIKI GEM

329/13 (M) 110 16 47 500

The same breeding FLYING HIGH x 95/25 (CONQUEST x BANDIT) as Happy Prince
but this one is quite different in form. A high quality flower with broad ovate, very smooth
perianth that is flat, plane and a very clean white. The disc like corona is yellow/orange
with a deeper band of orange/red. The corona is lightly crimped and has a fine very
serrated edge that surprisingly does not catch with the perianth. Strong plant, stem and
$100.00 each, Offsets $40.00 each
neck.

2y.y

NEW IMAGE

0.40/5

(M)

105 25 45 600

The silken smooth, thick textured perianth is so very broad and rounded that the back
segments often overlap. Always flat but will reflex slightly after full maturity. The lightly
flared. cup shaped corona has an entire edge, and although short in length and quite narrow
at the mouth, is well balanced with the perianth. The whole flower is evenly coloured mid
yellow and it stands proudly on long stems. One of only a few of this type.
Bred from KIWI MOON x a DON BRAMLEY 2y.y SEEDLING
$120.00 each. Offsets $45,00 each.

RECENT RELEASES
3w-yyr DEEP MEMORY

-

BRED & RAISED BY BROGDEN BULBS
172/8 (LM) Sea Dream x Shell Bay

105 10 45 600

The very Broad perianth has a silver sheen and is smooth and plane. The small bowl shaped corona is
soft yellow with a narrow band of orange red.
$45.00 each.
2y-wwy KIWI DAWN

357/8 (E) Sarita x a Fred Silcox ly-w

100 35 42 500

Although useful for showing this one has been released as a breeding flower. With good reverse
bi-colour breeding, rich clear colour, strong plant habits and its early flowering Kiwi Dawn has
great potential. The pointed ovate perianth is smooth and of a deep sulphur yellow. The 3/4 length,
thick cylinder shaped corona has a serrated roll and opens yellow but soon goes white with a distinct
$100.00 each. Offsets $40.00 each.
gold rim.
2y-r

MAREE JEAN

136/2 (M) Pillar Box x Danger

100 22 42 500
This large, very strong growing yellow and red has broad, mid yellow preianth and a large, wide bowl
corona of deep orange-red, Offered as a garden plant but it will add 'weight' when shown in a
collection class. Quite sunproof, with a thick strong stem and excellent poise.
$15.00 each.
2w-w

NIOUNT EGMONT

2w p

NEWS FLASH

263/4 (EM) Guiding Light x Silver Convention
110 42 47 550
This large show flower is well proportioned, very smooth and of great quality. Tall strong stem and
plant. Premier 2w-w at NDS National Shows - 1997 and 1999. Best bloom at Nelson 1998 - shown
Sorry - NA
by K & C Kerr.

-

84/24 (LM) Inverpolly x Jewel Song

110 27 45 500

A beautiful flower of glistening white and clean medium pink. The perianth is super smooth with
the inner petals having a slight twist that gives charm to its show qualities. Strong plant and makes
large bulbs. Premier 2w-p NDC late show 1999.
$30.00 each.
3w - r

TEINA.

3y-w

WILD CARD

155/2 (LM) (Avenger .x Motif) x Crimplene
90 10 35 450
Perfect in form, vibrant in colour. The very smooth, round perianth of excellent substance and texture,
is pure white. The disc corona is crimped with an entire edge and is of the deepest solid orange-red.
$40.00 each.
A wonderful smaller sized show flower.
240/2 (LM) Old Satin x Sabine Hay

105 13 45 500

One of the few in its class and quite a surprising result from this cross. WILD CARD is pale yellow
on opening and takes 3-4 days to develop its lemon-yellow perianth colour and pure white corona.
Best colour is obtained when covered from bud opening. Of large size with round, flat perianth and
a crimped, small bowl corona. Makes a smallish bulb and light foliage but has very good stem and
poise. Has been awarded several premiers at NDS national shows and at the Northern Daffodil Club's
late show. Premier 3y-w NDS SI (Dunedin) 2001.
Sorry - NA

The set of 4 numbers on the right of each first line are for - Flower diameter; Corona length;
Perianth length; Stem length.

PRIOR RELEASES - BRED & RAISED BY BROGDEN BULBS
2w-p

AIMEE JOY

X95/4 (EM) (Caro Nome x Debutante) x Dear Me

This show quality pink has good substance and texture in the round, white perianth. The wide bowl
corona has a serrated edge and is of a deep pink. Medium stem with a strong neck. Many premier
awards including NDS show 1995.
$15.00
2wwy-y ARTISTS DREAM

248/23 (M) Flash Affair x Kareka

112 31 47 450

A bold flower that has very strong plant habits. The broad shovel shaped petals are smooth, plane and
of great substance and texture. A distinct, greenish yellow halo sets off the white perianth and the
yellow vase shaped corona with a serrated edge. Very consistent with excellent form and colour
$40.00
contrast.
2y-r

CAMEO GOSSIP

282/1

(E) Red Cameo x Kiwi Gossip

110 30 47 500

This early, bright yellow and red stands on long stems. The long ovate petals are very smooth and of
deep golden yellow. The gently expanding corona has a neat flare and is intense orange-red.
$25.00
Produces wonderful bulbs.
2y-p

CAPREE ELIZABETH 142/2 (EM) Daydream x (Salmon Trout x Vision)

The quite broad pointed perianth is very smooth and coloured 'Daydream' yellow. The long vase
shaped corona is a deep rosy pink. Many NDS premier 2y.p awards. Champion Bloom for Alan
$10.00
Paterson, Dunedin 2000. Premier 2y_p NDS NI (Wanganui) 2001.
3w-yyr

CENTREFOLD

X46/2 (EM) Polar imp x Bandit

Valued for its size and early flowering. The pure white perianth is broad, rounded, smooth and plane.
A saucer corona with a crenate rim is light to mid yellow with a distinct band of red. Many local
$20.00
champions and NDS premiers to its credit. First Class Certificate 1992.
2y-r

DYNASTY

X74/8

(M) T42 (Air Marshal x Orator) x Loch Hope

A round flower with near fully overlapping, smooth, mid golden perianth. The deep bowl corona is
deeply (but neatly) serrated and is of brick red. A strong flower that is 'different' from others of this
type. Excellent plant habits. Premier seedling, 2y.r and Champion Bloom NDS NI Show (Howick)
1987. Gold Ribbon winner Knoxville Tennessee 2000 and at the World Convention Show in Portland
$20.00
Oregon 2000. Only a couple to go.

3w-gwy EDGELIGIIT

177/2 (ML) Sea Dream x (Cadiz x Nola) 105 12 47 450

A very round flower with the front petals being nearly as wide as they are long and the back ones
even wider. The white perianth is smooth and plane. The small, frilly edged, crimped corona is
$45.00
whitish with a lemon edge and a green eye.
2w-yyo EGMONT CHARM X95/12 (EM) Conquest x Bandit
We consider this to be the best 'flat cupped' show variety. Near fully overlapped, white perianth is
smooth and plane. Edged orange, the yellow corona is flat, wide bowl shape. Excellent poise, stem
$15.00
and plant health. Has form and beauty.
2y-yor EGMONT KING

95/2 (EM) Orator x Loch Hope

A very large flower that has been (and still is) winning at shows since it first flowered in 1983. The
long, broad, pointed perianth is mid-yellow and the slightly expanded corona is orange that deepens
to red at the serrated edge. Strong plant. Has had several NDS Premiers and Champion Blooms.
$20.00

PRIOR RE1 EASES - BRED & RAISED BY BROGDEN BULBS
2w-y

EGMONT PRINCESS X57/C (ML) Hostage x Bandit

112 25 48 550

A large, bold flower that consistently produces show quality blooms. The very broad ovate perianth is
smooth and white while the deep bowl corona opens mid-yellow but fades to pale yellow with a
lovely lime yellow band on the edge. NDS premier 2w.y in 1992.
$10.00
2w-w

FLORENCE JOY

X88/1 (EM) Guiding Light x a Verona seedling

The very broad triangular perianth segments are well overlapped, very smooth and plane, of excellent
substance and texture. The half length, straight corona is very well balanced to the perianth. After a
few days the whole flower is an even milky white. Excellent poise and plant but the large bulbs are
often a hit rough. Many show awards at local and national level including - Premier 2w.w in Tasmania
1993, Champion Bloom NDS Si shows 1995 and 1998. Gold Ribbon winner Knoxville Tennessee
2001.
$40.00
2w-wyo HAPPY SMILES

X951 (LM) Conquest x Bandit

A decorative flower that is offered as a garden plant rather than for showing. A very strong grower
that produces blooms that appeal to all who want something different and showy. The perianth is very
white, shovel shaped and of stiff substance. The wide, flatish bowl corona is of pale yellow and white
$5.00
with a broad band of orange-red at the edge.
2w-oyo KIWI CARNIVAL
95/21 (M) Conquest x Bandit
105 18 43 450
Bright and very pretty with a wide disc, corona that opens creamy yellow with a broad hand of
apricot orange; as the flower matures the colour deepens to shades of tangerine orange. The white,
$20.00
broadly ovate perianth reflexes slightly with age. Premier 2w.r NDS SI show 1998.
3w-wwo KIWI DREAM

166/14 (EM) Janelle x OT45 (Cadiz x Nola)

The first of several lovely rimmed Div 3's to be released from this cross. The smooth, flat, pure white
perianth forms an ideal back for the saucer shaped corona that has an entire edge and is white with a
5mm band of apricot orange. Excellent poise and strong plant. A distinct and cyccatching flower that
$40.00
appeals to all.
KIWI RULER
3w-o
X94/4 (M) Sweet Luck x Bandit
Has very smooth, very broad ovate, white perianth and a small bowl corona of redish orange. Long
stems and good plant. A quality show flower. Premier 3w.r NDS SI (Timaru) 2000
$50.00
3w-y

NEW HOPE

X71/1 (M) Verona x Motif

Large for this division and very consistent for showing. The white perianth is very broad, rounded,
very smooth and flat. The shallow bowl corona of mid lemon yellow is lightly crimped. Tall stem
and strong plant. 3 times premier at NDS shows and Reserve Champion at Canberra 1992.
$10.00
2w--y

ON TARGET

X96/3 (LM) Top Modes x Bandit

F 05 17 45 550

The strong, large blooms are consistently of top show form. The very broad, round, white perianth
has great lasting quality. A wide, shallow bowl corona is lobed and is coloured light limey yellow.
NDS Premier 2w.y NI 1997.
$20.00

PRIOR RELEASES - BRED & RAISED BY BROGDEN BULBS
2w-w

SILVER KIWI

P83/6 (ML) Verona x unkown

A wonderful, large, pure white that has a silver sheen. The fully round perianth segments are very
smooth, slightly cupped at the edges and thick textured. The shallow bowl corona is crimped and has
a serrated edge. Many premier awards.
$10.00
2y-r

SOME DAY

X 97/2 (EM) Orator x Torridon

A show flower with excellent form, colour and plant habits. The well overlapping, slightly pointed
perianth is very smooth and flat. The neatly serrated goblet corona is a uniform deep red to the base,
while the perianth is a deep yellow with a touch of gold. Many show awards including Champion
Bloom at the World Daffodil Convention (Hobart) 1988. Premier 2y.r NDS NI 1992. Champion
Bloom at Blenheim 2000.
$10.00
2w-w

Snowy River - has been renamed STONY RIVER

3y-r

STARDOM

X9212 (LM) Kiwi Invader x Achduart 92 12 40 500

Always neat, consistent and of good form. This medium sized flower has a broad ovate, smooth,
plane perianth of clear mid-yellow. The bright orange red, deep saucer corona is lightly lobed.
Excellent poise and strong plant, stem and neck. Several times best NZ raised at shows in USA.
$15.00
STONY RIVER
2w-w
P79/3 (ML) A Verona Seedling x Unknown
Not large but consistent in producing show blooms. A very round flower with a small bowl corona
that shows a little yellow on opening but soon becomes the same white as the perianth. A 'clean cut'
$8.00
flower on a strong plant.
3w-w

SURFER GIRL

X72/2 (LM) Sea Dream x Verona

95 12 43 600

Medium to large size with very broad ovate perianth and small bowl corona. A neat flower that is
always smooth and plane.
$10.00
2yyw-w TURNING POINT

354/P5 Star Tracker x a Fred Silcox ly.w 110 38 46 450

An excellent show flower that has 'real beauty' and strong plant habits. The broad, smooth, pointed
ovate perianth is always plane and is coloured a mid sulphur yellow and has a lovely white halo.
The cylinder corona is flared at the mouth and has a crenate edge. After 2 or 3 days the corona is pure
white. A 'different' 2y.w. Only I or 2 to go.
$100.00
2yyw-wwy TWILIGHT ZONE X74/G22 (EM) Daydream x Gold Bank

The perianth that is long, broad and flat, opens 'Daydream' yellow that deepens to mature with a
white halo at the base. The neat, 5/8th length, cup shaped corona opens lemon, changes to white with
a sulphur (and some times a slight pink tinged) edge. Long, strong stems, healthy plant and
excellent bulbs. US Gold Ribbon winner in 1989, 1990, 1992 and 1993.
$10.00
2y-y

WINNING WAY

137/8 (LM) Thunderbird x (Iberia x Gold Bank)

This outstanding show flower has twice been Champion Bloom at NDS shows and was a Gold Ribbon
winner, Eugene OR, 1999. The very broad, shovel shaped perianth is plane, silken smooth and is a
clean mid-yellow. The deeper yellow corona is a 3/4 length cylinder with a smooth edged half roll.
This slow increaser has superb form, balance and poise.
Sorry N/A

GENERAL LIST
'Denotes Raised by Brogden Bulbs
Ah Gee
x Aimee Joy
Alton Ha
Angel Face
x Artists Dream

ly.y
40.00
2w.p
15,00
2y.w
40,00
3w.yyo 30.00
2wwy.y 40.00

x Fairy Charm
x Florence Joy
x Flying High
x Focus
Fragrant Rose

2w.wwp
2.w. w
3 w. yyr
2y.r
2w.p

5.00
40.00
15.00
5.00
10.00

Baldock
x Bandit
Bar None
x Big Time

4y.p
2w.yyo
lw.y
2y.yor

5.00
5.00
5.00
3.00

x Cameo Gossip
x Capree Elizabeth
Carib Gipsy
x Carla Maree
x Carol
Caye Chapel
x Centrefold
Chelsea Girl
Cherry Gardens
Chortle
Citronita
x Classic Touch
Corbiere
Crackington
Cragford
Creag Dubh

2y.r
2y.p
2y.wwy
2w.o
2y.y
3w.gyo
3w.yyr
2w.p
2w.gpp
3y.w
3 Y-Y
2y.r
ly.yyo
4y.o
8w. 0
2o.r

25.00
10.00
40.00
40.00
3.00
30.00
20.00
30.00
30.00
15.00
15.00
10.00
15.00
10.00
8.00
10.00

Georgie Girl
x Glamour Girl
x Gold Charm
Gold Convention
Gold Finger
x Gold Gem
Gull

6w.gwp
3w.yyr
2y.y
2y.y
ly,y
2y.y
2w.gww

10.00
5.00
3.00
10.00
40.00
5.00
5.00

Hambledon
Hampton Court
x Happy Smile
Hoopoe
x Hot Idea

2yyw.y
2y.yoo
2w. yyo
8y.o
2y.00r

5.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
.00

x Ice House
x If Only
Impeccable
Indian Maid
Iroquois

2.w.w
2y.r
2y.y
7o.r
2yyw.o

30.00
15.00
30.00
5.00
30.00

Dainty Miss
7w.w
1.00
3w.yyr 25.00
x Deep Memory
2.w.w
x Deep Water
5.00
Dream Maker now Kiwi Dream
Eastern Promise
x Edgelight
x Egmont Charm
x Egmont Dawn
x Egmont Gold
x Egmont King
x Egmont Princess
x Erliyello

2w,wpp
3w.gwy
2w.wyo
2y.wwy
2y.y
2y.yor
2w.y
1 Y-Y

40.00
45.00
15.00
80.00
5 M0
20.00
10.00
5.00

Jaune a Merveille 8y.yyo
x Jalane
2w.woo
x Janelle
3w,wwo
x Joy's Choice
2y.y

15.00
5.00
5.00
10.00

x Kestelle
x Kiwi
x Kiwi Carnaval
x Kiwi Dream
x Kiwi Gossip
x Kiwi Invader

N/A
5.00
20.00
40.00
5.00
10.00

2w.p
2y.yor
2w.yoo
2w.wwo
2y.r
3y.r

Lark
Leibeslied
Lennymore
Lighthouse Reef
Lilac Delight
Limey Circle
x Little Doll
Loveit
Louise

2y.wwy
5.00
3w.wwp 25.00
2y.r
15.00
1 yyw.wwy 50.00
2w.p
5.00
3w.wwy 10.00
3 w.y
10.00
4y.y
8.00
2w.w
10.00

• Maree Jean
Moon Shadow
Mountain Dew
1K Mount Egmont

2y.r
3w.gyy
lw.w
2w.w

Neahkahnie
x New Fashion
• New Hope
• New Life
New Penny
x News Flash
Nordic Rim
Nynja

lw.w
N/A
2y.yor
10.00
3w.y
10.00
3w.y
10.00
10.00
3 Y.Y
2w.p
25.00
3w.wwy 10.00
2y.y
20.00

x On Target
x Orange Bowl
Oregon Gold

2w.y
2y.o
7y.y

Pink Holly
Pops Legacy
Precedent
Princeton
Prosperity
Pure Magic
x Red Alert
Remembered Kiss
x Reward
River Queen
Royal Marine
x Runita

10.00
30.00
25.00
N/A

20.00
5.00
5.00

llaw.p
20.00
lw.y
10.00
2w.ypp
5.00
3w.wwy 10.00
ly.y
20.00
2w.w
15.00
2y.r
5.00
2w.wwp 50.00
5.00
1 Y.
2w.w
10.00
2w.yoo
20.00
3w.w
10.00

x Sabre
2y,r
10.00
x Salute
3.00
2y.r
Sea Dream
3w.w
5.00
Shadow Mist
2w.wwp
5.00
x Shane
ly.y
10.00
x Shaz
5.00
2w.r
Silent Pink
2w.p
40.00
Silver & Gold now Egmont Dawn
x Silver Kiwi
2w.w
10.00
Silverwood
3w.w
5.00
x Smash Hit
4y,y
10.00
x Some Day
10.00
2y.r
x Special Offer
5.00
2y.w
Spring Fling
2y.r
3.00
x Stardom
15.00
3y.r
x Star Tracker
3.00
2y.w
x Stony River
8.00
2w.w
Sugar and Spice 3w.yyo
20.00
x Surfer Girl
3•.w
10.00
Sweet Memory now Deep Memory
Sweet Sue
30.00
3w.yyo
Tangent
2w.p
x Teina
3w.r
Truculent
3w.wwy
x Trump
llaw.wy
Trumpet Warrior lyyw. wwy
x Turning Point
2yyw.w
x Twilight Zone
2yyw.wwy

5.00
40.00
30.00
5.00
35.00
100.00
10.00

Valley Dew
x Velda

2w. wwp
2yyw.y

5.00
15.00

Warmington
Waxwing
x Wee One
x Welcome
x White Ice
x Wild Card
x Winning Way

3w.w
5w.vv2y.r
2w.y
3 w.w
3y,w
2y.y

20.00
10.00
3.00
3.00
5.00
N/A
N/A

2‘v.r

10.00

Young Blood

BR GDEN BULBS
Our logo shows our provincial Mount Egmont,
the nearby Hawera Water Tower, and
the mighty Daffodil.
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